Addenda
to Follies in France, Scratching the Surface
published as Follies Journal #9 and #10, 2010
and Follies Journal #15, 1026
Copyright The Folly Fellowship
Since we have been back to France after finishing journals 9 and 10, we thought of a way of including our
new finds and possible future updates in the Appendix too. That is why we tacked on Addenda at the end
of the Appendix, containing pictures and snippets of text that didn’t make it to the journals. So these
Addenda is where we will add anything you might send us concerning follies in France. We hope
you will appreciate and indeed contribute to the Addenda. May the knowledge and the pleasure increase!
Our echoes roll from soul to soul – And grow for ever and for ever. (Tennyson)
2011
In order to make later updates of the Appendix and the Addenda easier we thought it better to divide these
into two separate documents with the publication of Journal 15 in December 2016. Therefore you will not
find the updated Addenda of 2011 at the end of the updated Appendix, but only a link to this separate
2016 version of the Addenda on the Folly Fellowship’s website.
2016
The Addenda version of 2011 used to have some addenda to the List of follies per département at the end
of FiF II. In FiF;271-282 we have collected all the new items to the List since 2010. As this can never be
complete we decided that we will make one combined updatable list on the FF website, and call that
Gazetteer.
Some of the items in the old Addenda have been included in Articles in FiF III. We only kept them in
these new Addenda for cross-reference, new information or extra pictures.
The pages in Journal #9 are numbered 1 to 98, in Journal #10: 99 to 204, in Journal #15: 205 to 286. With
the appearance of Follies in France III we have introduced a simplified reference notation. We now refer
to particular pages in the books as follows: FiF;page-number. So Journal 10, page 129 reads FiF;129.
We have kept the order of département numbers for these Addenda, and then alphabetical on placenames,
but this pdf is also searchable for placenames (ctrl-f, type placename, enter) if you want a shortcut.
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Addenda for the Articles of Journals 9, 10 and 15, Follies in France I-III
02 Septmonts
The ornate 45m-high 14thC donjon used to be a pleasure residence for the bishop of Soisson. Victor
Hugo visited the tower with his mistress Juliette Drouet in 1835, and was so romantically inspired that he
played with the idea of buying it for her, ‘the most amazing house you can imagine’. A graffito text of the
visit is still recognizable. But the place fell in ruins since, and only in the 1970s the donjon was peeled out
of the rubble and creepers to be restored into a perfect landmark amongst the ruins, a romantic ornament
and eyecatcher for the new park and arboretum around it. As late as 2006 it was listed.
03 Villeneuve-sur-Allier
Some more pictures of
Arboretum de Balaine
to illustrate the story on
FiF;32. The castle now
offers five chambres
d’hôtes.
The chapel, the kiosk, and
the birch bark patterns inside
the cabane. ©PRB

06 Nice
On FiF;33 we described
the Gairaut cascade
with grotto and Austrian-style house in the
north of Nice, and we
can now show you our
picture of summer 2010. Mark the rustic cement ‘faux-bois’
fencing.

Left: Nice, Cascade de Gairaut ©PRB
Below: Model of Miro’s Grand Arc ©PRB

06 St-Paul (de Vence)
Joan Miro’s Arch de la Fondation Maeght or Le Grand
Arc, mentioned on FiF;34, we didn’t photograph at the
time, but we can show you a small ceramic model for it, circa 20 inches high, of 1963.
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08 Asfeld
In 2010 we found the Saint-Didier church in Asfeld completely restored. In our pictures you can see that
it is all brick, in curving lines. Particularly the portico is folly-like. More information on FiF;34.
Above: Asfeld, Saint-Didier church ©PRB

Below: Saulces- Monclin, Woinic ©PRB

08 Saulces-Monclin
Woinic, the giant wild boar, attracts the by-passers’ attention
to the service station along the A34. More about Woinic and how he got there you can read on FiF;34-35.
09 Alas nr Balaguères nr St-Girons
In May 2010 we checked out La Chaussée des Géants,
made by Robert Mathey. He started with a stone terrace
at the end of his garden, and in 25 years this developed
into a group of stone figures along and partly in the cold
river Lez, together with some arches and shrines, with
symbols and texts around. Follow a signposted narrow
path south of the village bridge and you will find a
sphinx, a pharao, two giant heads (see a picture on
FiF;101) and several seated deities that we didn’t
recognize. Robert Mathey died in 2008; his family keeps
an eye on the place in his memory. But in this precarious
position it is difficult to maintain such an ephemeral
fantasy garden. Visit before it is washed away.
Alas, Robert Mathey’s Giants along the Lez river ©PRB,
Left: Montardit, Notre Dame de la Goutte, inside ©PRB

09 Montardit
On our way to Alas we went to see Piquemal’s
Notre Dame de la Goutte. This is the interior of
the naïve building. More description and another
photo you can find on FiF;22 and FiF;102
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16 Baigne-Ste-Radagonde
Montausir castle has lovely Moresque galleries, built by
abbot Michon in the 1870s onto a vestige of the old
castle. Jean Hippolyte Michon was a priest, very active in
archeology and regional history, but he is mostly known
for his founding of graphology as a method. He wrote
several books in his romantic abode, where he died in
1881. Here the picture that was lacking on FiF;102.
Right: Montausir castle ©PRB

16 Cognac
There is a lot more than the lovely tower in the park, as
described on FiF;42.

Above: A rustic cement bridge in the park and right: one of the
wooden bird buildings ©PRB

16 Magnac-Lavalette-Villars
There is some great news to report about the overly
grand folly (the longest 20thC facade in Europe, according to the Guinness Book of Records) of the
Réthoré brothers called La Mercerie at MagnacLavalette-Villars (see FiF;43). A contract has been signed with the Société Paris Périph for 75 years in
order to restore and manage the folly. That means that several parties of volunteers have worked there in
the weekends and the grounds are normally open to the public. There are tours of the castle, now still in
the process of restoration (2016). We went round the back in 2013 and took pictures of the graves of the
two brothers, buried in two pillars, if you’ll remember. Even after their death they still remain upstanding
citizens! The sham facade and the epitaphs of the Réthoré brothers ©PRB
˅
˅
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16 Nieuil
The Moresque well-house (FiF;208), belonging to François I’s hunting
lodge, is difficult to photograph. We had a try in 2013.
Right: Door of the well-house ©PRB

17 Royan
The ‘Patriarch of Lighthouses’, the Phare du Cordouan, was visited by
us in May 2010. Quite an adventure, but worthwhile. More about this
lighthouse on FiF;45.
Cordouan lighthouse, and detail inside ©PRB

18 Aubigny-sur-Nère
Carpenter Bourdoiseau’s weird turrets of 1881 on the roof of his own house, as described on FiF;209: a
picture says it all.
Aubigny-sur-Nère, roof turrets
©PRB
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18 St-Amand-Montrond
The Malakoff tower there (FiF;209) of 1855 needs embellishment.
Photo 2013

©PRB

21 Baume-la-Roche
On FiF;210 you can find the story of the 1822 fountain just outside the priory
grounds.
Photo left 2013
©PRB

21 Arceau had no pictures on FiF;47, but we can show you some here.
Middle: 21 Arceau, Chinese pavilion of Arcelot castle ©PRB Right: 21 Arceau, stone
effigy of Sappho ©PRB

Left: 21 Arceau, Pierre Arnoux’s wooden
windmill ©PRB

21 Dijon
Since our first report
about Dijon on FiF;48 we
have been back and
gathered more folly-stuff
and pictures there.
Dijon, obelisk ©PRB
Dijon, Love temple in
Colombière Park ©PRB
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On FiF;210-211 you will find the Colombière Park again
with its 17thC temple d’Amour that came from elsewhere,
viz. Bierre-lès-Semur castle; only in 1965 it was remounted
in the Columbière park, five years before the play area and
animal enclosures were created.

Dijon, Place Darcy with watertower ©PRB

Dijon, Arquebuse Park, love temple ©PRB

On the same pages figures another moved Love temple in the Arquebuse Park, and a description of the
Park Darcy with the elegant watertower of 1839.
21 Fixin
In Fixin we visited not only the classical lavoir of
1827 (FiF;264), but also the Napoleon Museum of
Claude Noisot (FiF;211). That is where the original
sculpture Napoleon Awakening to Immortality by
François Rude, commissioned by Noisot, rests with
Un soldat de Napoléon, Noisot’s grave nearby.
Fixin, lavoir 1827 by August Sirodot ©PRB
Fixin, Rude’s Napoleon Awakening to Immortality ©PRB
Fixin, Noisot grave, eyrie ©PRB
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Source-Seine, grotto with Sequana

©PRB

21 Source-Seine
This is the source of the Seine, with the
nymph Sequana in her artificial grotto of
1867 (see FiF;212).

21 Vougeot
It is by pure chance that we spotted the belvedere house with
octagonal turret in the middle of the extensive Clos-de-Vougeot
vineyards. Long ago a friend showed us a picture of it without
its whereabouts, asking if it could be a folly. Yes, it is a good
summerhouse with balconies and turret.
left: Vougeot, Clos-de-Vougeot, belvedere house ©PRB
Creysse, Tiregand castle rotunda ©François-Xavier de Saint-Exupéry

24 Creysse
The rotunda of Tiregand castle was too small
to warrant an article in 2010, but in 2016 we
learned more about its history. On FiF;212
you can read that the now roofless and windowless rotunda on its perch dates from the
18thC, and used to be a belvedere summerhouse or reading kiosk.

Creysse, idem, keystone details ©François-Xavier de Saint-Exupéry

24 Lavalade nr Monpazier
The story about this sham ruin with TI AMO you can find on FiF;102.

Lavalade sham ruin

©PRB
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25 Besançon
Our report about Besançon is on FiF;213, with only one
picture. Here we can show you a few more of the described
items. First the Black Gate, now almost white after the
cleaning of 2009. And secondly the Square Castan, where
archeological finds are artistically arranged in an English
landscaped garden from 1874.

Besançon, Black Gate and
Castan Square with sham ruins
in a landscaped park ©PRB

25 Ollans
On FiF;52 we described our visit to the grounds of Ollans castle, with as its crowning folly the grotto.
This mosaic grotto is not very impressive from outside, and the green man
in the arch is pink. Or
did we misinterpret a
lion here?
Ollans, mosaic grotto and
decorative head ©PRB
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25 Ollans continued
The apiary with Prudhomme’s poem plaque
is also an unusual
shape for an apiary. A
very nice ensemble altogether.
Ollans, apiary ©PRB
Valance watertower ©PRB

26 Valence
The watertower in the
Pedrix park, described
on FiF;16, is a beautiful landscape element,
designed in 1963 by the sculptor Philolaos and architect André
Gomis. It was ready in 1973, but it didn’t look worn at all
when we were there in 2010. And the two parts are not exactly
the same height: 52m and 57m; they are like a dancing couple.
We loved it.
27 Beaumesnil
The 17thC boxwood labyrinth on an
island in the castle moat looks peculiar, but the swan shelter, though a
garden building, does not. Perhaps
we should have mentioned some
droll heads in the castle architecture
instead. What do you think? See
FiF;213.
Beaumesnil, swan shelter, labyrinth in the
moat, decorative heads of castle exterior
©PRB
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27 Courteilles
In the park of the castle the rotunda temple and the children’s pavilion Pomme de Pin are among the
idiosyncratic buildings of this estate. We add pictures here, as extras for our description on FiF;55-56.

Courteilles, rotunda and Pomme de Pin pavilion ©PRB

27 Gaillon
On FiF;56 we promised you a picture of Gaillon’s early
16thC pious portal, the Porte de Gênes (Genoa). This
triumphal arch was part of the Cerfs gallery, and the
ruins of both were transferred to Paris in the early
19thC for the national collection of monuments, and in
1830 incorporated in the Ecole des Beaux Arts as a
model for the students. The castle was bought by the
state in 1975, and since then it is under restoration. The
return (in 1986) of the remnants of the arch and the
gallery in the courtyard is part of its refurbishment.
Gaillon, Porte de Gênes and Cerfs gallery ©PRB

27 Louviers
We know Louviers of course for Robert Vasseur’s Broken
Crockery House (FiF;56), but elsewher in the town, in the
garden of a well-kept house, 7 Quai de Brigard, we spotted
a summerhouse or maybe gardener’s cottage. One façade
is a blind wall, but on the street and garden sides was some
exquisite fake woodwork in rustic cement. The owner flatly refused to tell us anything about it. He was French.
Louviers, rustic cement ‘faux bois’ building ©PRB
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27 Le Neubourg
One picture can say more than a
hundred words. On FiF;57 a hermitage in Champ de Bataille is mentioned. Voici the tent called hermitage.
Champ de Bataille, hermitage ©PRB

27 Pont-St-Pierre
The real ruin of Monsieur Levasseur’s 1861 ornate spinning
mill, huge as a cathedral, as we saw
it in 2010. More on FiF;58
.
Left: Pont-St-Pierre,
ruin of the spinning
mill ©PRB
Right: St-Just,
Pavillon de Sophie
©PRB

27 St-Just
The Duc de Penthièvre’s
estate
got a description
on FiF;59, without pictures. Here we can show you the only thing that they call a
fabrique. A fabrique isn’t always folly-like; this Pavillon de
Sophie is particularly inconspicuous, and a shell, empty. The
dairy at the horses’ bath is much nicer.
27 St-Pierre-du-Vauvray
Unexpectedly we discovered some grotwork and a rustic hut in the grounds of the Château Blanc, though the
owners denied to have anything to our taste. They may
not have understood what we were after, as they assumed that we were searching for an entry to their
camping.
St-Pierre-du-Vauvray, rustic hut at Château Blanc ©PRB

28 Chartres
Chartres is of course the home of Raymond Isidore’s
Maison Picassiette (FiF;60-61). But now the town adds
interest for the visitor and the inhabitants by promoting excellent trompe
l’oeil paintings on drab appartment
blocks, particularly in Bel Air. Even in
the rain a colourful aspect: a photo to
whet your appetite.
Chartres, fresco in Bel Air by Cité Création,
2008 ©PRB
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28 Happonvilliers
The story about La Feuilleraie on FiF;61 continues.
At our last visit in 2013 the
former farm with the lovely
garden of mosaics in Happonvilliers was still lived in
by Renée Bodin, better
known by her artist name
of Hurfane. In 2000 the site
has already been declared a
monument
(Patrimoine
National du XXième siecle,
20th century national heritage). In 2007 she donated
her garden to the Association of Perche communities
for keeps, on condition that Happonvilliers, mosaics by Hurfane.
they would maintain it for Albane’s tombe 2011, and an earlier
her and she could live there sundial Fugit Irreparabile Tempus ©PRB
until her death (she is born in 1927). She thinks the garden is her
intellectual property and refuses to move away, although the council
keeps asking her to abandon the place, arguing that it would be good
for her. She showed us some minor new elements: a monument for a
tree and pet graves for her cats. The traveller in time under the sun
dial is still ‘moving’.
30 Anduze
In the market place there is this colourfully glazed tiled pagoda roof
over a fountain. Although the tiles are manufactured in Anduze the
design was brought back home by an Anduzian traveller in search of
silk worms on his voyage to China. Built at his expense too, in 1646,
but the name of this benefactor is not recorded – or not found by
Anduzian authorities, although they have a fondness of fountains.
There are several other fountains in Anduze, described on FiF;216.
Anduze, pagoda fountain ©Els Boerdijk
30 Barjac
Anselm Kiefer’s La Ribaute towers from outside the fence in May
2010, abandoned. We were too late to visit the site properly. See
FiF;63.
Left: Barjac, La Ribaute ©PRB

30 Corbès
If you travel along the D907 at Les Adams, look out for this sham
ruin opposite an old
flower mill. If this
was an outbuilding
of the mill it must
date from the 19thC.
Perhaps it contained
a kiln of some sort.
Right: sham ruined
castle along D907
©Hetty Wilming
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32 Castéra-lès-Bains
Right: sham rockwork at thermes ©PRB
In this town the old thermes of 1817 had its mineral springs in the
portico dressed in sham rock niches of very porous stone.

Above: Blanquefort, Majolan Park, gardener’s cottage ©PRB.

33 Blanquefort
We omitted vital information
about the Parc Majolan on
FiF;64, added that on FiF;216217, but without more than one

picture. In 2007-08 the park Blanquefort, pivoting ‘stone’ door and view inside the giant grotto ©PRB
was extensively restored, and is
now a popular venue for recreation. In 2013 we came back to take pictures around and inside the manmade rock with pivoting ‘stone’ door. Amazing!
33 Bordeaux
On FiF;64 we promised
you some pictures. Voilá
the Passarelle at the end
of the Place des Quinconces between the rostral
columns. Alas, this is now
a historical photo of 20
May 2010; the popular
belvedere bridge was dismantled on 29 June 2010
to make way for the Tour
de France.
Bordeaux, Passarelle ©PRB
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33 Bordeaux continued
And another picture, the Place de la Victoria with
the Porte d’Aquitaine, the tortoises and the (2005)
twisted pink column with symbols of grapes and
wines of Bordeaux. Doesn’t it look drunk?
Right: Bordeaux, Place de la Victoria ©PRB

The modern-looking medieval castle we happened
to see (FiF;64) turned out not to be in Bordeaux,
but on the other side of the Garonne river, in Lormont.
33 Bourg
The Moorish facade in Bourg (FiF;217) is difficult to photograph, as it is high above the harbour. From the old town centre you only get a glimpse as you
can see in my picture.
Right: Bourg, Moorish extension of house ©PRB.

33 Lormont
The original Lormont Castle was built around 1060 for the
prince of Aquitaine with the nickname Black Prince. From the
14thC the archbishops of Bordeaux had it. Hence this castle is
better known as Château du Prince Noir or Des Archevêques.
After the 100-years war it was razed, and rebuilt in a mixed style
(indefensible) in 1626, but that building too got worn out and
only near the end of the
19thC the present building
was erected on the vestiges.
The building of the Pont
d’Aquitaine and the A630
from 1960 was so disastrous
for the park and the castle
that through neglect and
pillage demolition was at
hand in 1991, but was only prevented by listing (part of) the building.
The new owner Norbert Fradin just had the castle renovated when we
first saw it as a brand-new fake, in 2008 (FiF;64). The stone pavilion
we saw turned out to be a 19thC neo-Renaissance well-head over the
very old well: a cupola on four ornate columns. It is now surrounded
by huge stone sculptures, a display of Fradin’s favourite art. In the
open park is also a
restaurant with a
Michelin
star,
from where you can enjoy the ambiance.
Above: Lormont castle ©PRB
Right: Montpellier watertower

©PRB

34 Montpellier
Since we had finished FiF;66 we paid Montpellier
another visit, and were pleasantly surprised by the
monumental watertower at the end of the aqueduct.
So we add a photo of it here.
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34 Montpellier continued
To match it a picture of modern classical design, such as abound
in Montpellier. More about Montpellier and its 18thC buffets
d’eau you can find on FiF;218, and more pictures in the Appendix
(Follies 88;9 (2014)).
Right: triumphal arch, Ricardo Bofill ©PRB

35 Bazouges-la-Pérouse
17thC Ballue castle is today a posh hotel, and the gardens a tourist
attraction, particularly for the topiary. The visit starts with an
exhibition of different historical types of garden, with texts (in
French) and pictures on large boards – very educational. Topiary
is well appreciated in France, particularly in formal gardens.
Ballue gardens have a lot, but more than elsewhere it is in
architectural shapes: e.g. a triumphal arch, a cathedral, a classical
temple and of course a maze. Modern sculpture is strewn in for
effect. It is amazing to realise that the formal
gardens of the castle were only reinstalled by
Claude Arthaud when he bought the castle in
1973 and that the more loosely adjoining part,
the garden rooms, were added only then. Still
everything was overgrown again, and only in
1995 rescued by the present owners. Well done.
Bazouges-la-Pérouse, topiary temple of Diana ©PRB
Bécherel, Monument for the count of Falloux ©PRB

35 Bécherel
Caradeuc castle has a park with several
fabriques. Originally it was a formal French
garden, in 1723 designed for Anne Nicolas de
Caradeuc, Governor-General of Brittany, but
turned into the English landscape style by his grandson, the
Marquis de Caradeuc. Only in 1898 the garden was redesigned
into the French style again by the landscape architect Édouard
André, better known for his restoration of the Folie Bagatelle
gardens in Paris. Most of the fabriques and sculptures were
imported from other (derelict) gardens, and some are even added
more recently, like a Lourdes grotto with Mary on top (1880), the
Armillary sphere on a column (1955), and some stone portrait
busts. We liked the Zephyr Tholos (picture on FiF;104) and the
redundant peristyle of the castle best, with a cast-iron figure of
the Count of Falloux ‘on the balcony’, unveiled in 1913. It is all
not very spectacular, but well kept, with good views from the
belvedere – no, not a
building.
38 Chatte
The Jardin Ferroviaire (FiF;73) is such a
touristic magnet for
Chatte that the roundabout nearby is appro-priately adorned with a ‘giant’ miniature
train and sham gateway.
Chatte, Roundabout sham gateway

©PRB
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39 Arlay, Aire de Jura, A39, pavillon des Cercles, boiler plant

©PRB

39 Arlay
On FiF;73 there was only one picture of the Ledoux reconstructions
at the Aire de Jura along the A39, and another one in the Appendix
with Follies magazine #68;14-15. Here we can show you the Forge,
a pyramidal boiler plant. The shape is derived from Le-doux’s
design for four pyramidal canon foundries in which the heat was
used for utensils of warfare. The heat in Arlay’s version is used for
warming the whole service station, and its use of fuel, wood only,
was seen as an environmental showcase when it was built. You can
get more information about the Aire de Jura buildings in the
spectacular Pavillon des Cercles, a multimedia exhibition room
after an original design for a hoop-making workshop.

41 Chambord
For FiF;20 the central open stairwell of Chambord
castle, probably designed by Leonardo da Vinci,
deserves a picture; although it isn’t just for fun, it is
certainly to show off, and decorated ‘over the top’.
François I, who ordered the Renaissance castle to be
built in 1518, only used it for hunting parties and to
baffle the visiting nobility and crowned heads (e.g.
emperor Charles V in December 1539), though it
wasn’t completed during his lifetime. The double
helix stairwell, probably dating from 1533, is in the
centre of the donjon, and gives out onto the roof.
Even the chimneys have matching decorations.
Today Chambord is the largest and most famous of
the Loire castles, a Unesco world heritage site since
1981. Unfortunately the exceptional flooding in
France in June 2016 put Chambord’s feet under
water, and considerable damage needed repairing
with the help of public subscription.
Chambord, top of central stairwell on the roof ©PRB
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44 Nantes
Elephant and Castle is a well-known
combination in London; the picture
shows an elephant with a fortress on
its back, a war-elephant. In Nantes on
the Île de Nantes several oversized
war-elephants move around as ‘The
Machines’, carrying dozens of thrilled
passengers in their ‘castles’, a wonderful spectacle.
Nantes, walking war-elephant ©PRB

46 Albas
We didn’t find a lot in the Lot département. So I was pleasantly
surprised when my computer repairman offered me the whereabouts of a funny turret, entirely useless, in the garden of his
summer retreat in Albas. Here is the picture, promised on
FiF;104.
Right: Albas, folly-tower or summerhouse? ©PRB

46 Alvignac
After Journal 10 was published a reader brought Alvignac to our
attention, asking if we thought the old and delapidating spa
buildings would qualify for our List: ‘They are archetypically
1920s and the original dispensary built over the main ‘source’ is a
kind of concrete, open-sided ‘duomo’ with tiled post-modern air
which
at the
same time exudes a kind of ‘Egyptian’ spirit –
not unlike the cinemas of the era!’ On the internet we discovered that indeed the main
pavilion of the Miers-Alvignac firm, La Source
Salmière, was built between 1904 and 1906 in
the Hennebique concrete technique (see
FiF;168), with a raised dome above a projecting
roof over the source, between two colonnades.
In our opinion just as much a worthy garden
building as the spa pavilions in Vichy (03) and
Vergèze (30). After a restoration of eight years
the pavilion was inaugurated on 19 June 2016,
and is even giving water again. Well done.
Though the new metal screens around the
actual source are lamentable.
Alvignac, pavilion Source Salmière ©Paul Godfrey
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47 Monflanquin
In the range of roundabout architecture we saw this fake ruin
along the N21, brand new in 2013. Here is the picture that
belongs to FiF;220.
Monflanquin, sham ruin along N21 ©PRB

47 Nérac
On FiF;221 we described a kiosk and a chalet in the parc de
la Garenne, by architect J.Faubet and erected in 1896. Here
we give a picture
of this recently restored colourful
ensemble, a magnet for walkers in the park, and a photo of the
royal private dressing pavilion for the bath (in the river).

Nérac, royal dressing pavilion ©PRB

Nérac, kiosk and chalet

©PRB

48 Ste-Enimie
On FiF;78 we promised you pictures of
Utopix, where we paid a visit in May 2010.
This one shows the house as well as one of
the built sculptures. Below a detail of the
house and the interior.
Ste-Enimie, Utopix, house and dinosaur

©PRB
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50 Martinvast
The 19thC obelisk in the castle park made us think of Stanway obelisk, and then later we also noticed
another obelisk, at Penicuik in Scotland, with holes, but
without an inner room. On FiF;81 we promised you our
pictures to compare for yourself.

Obelisk Martinvast ©PRB

obelisk Stanway House, Glouestershire ©PRB

obelisk Penicuik, Lothian ©PRB

50 Pontorson
News! When in 2011 I tried to find more about the Pessac rustic
cement watertower in Joseph Monier’s life story I was delighted to
find that Pontorson’s watertower (FiF;81 and FOLLIES 15;11) was
built on the same principles by the firm of Pierre Monier, the son of
this pioneer of concrete cement, in the same period as his pavilion of
Cambodia for the 1900 World Exhibition in Paris. It must be the
same pavilion as is mentioned at Maulévrier (FiF;80).
Pontorson, the rustic steps to the second floor of the watertower ©PRB

50 Roncey
You might want to see a picture of Auguste Letenneur’s mausoleum, for which we didn’t have space on FiF;81. Or even of his wellhead. Here they are.
Roncey, well-head and mausoleum Letenneur ©PRB
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52 St-Dizier
On FiF;83 I had virtually given up on the idea that Au
Petit Paris (the house built or rather created by Marcel
Dhièvre in the 1950s and -60s) in St-Dizier would ever
come to any good. Well, I was wrong. Boy, was I
wrong! In recent years the new owners have restored
this piece of outsider art to its former glory. Now, at the
corner of a street of grey fronts and an alley, stands this
house from a story-book for children. It is a hymn to
life, peace and Paris, as the local newspapers lyrically
have it. Doves, dragonflies and butterflies in glorious
colours, flowers, trees, garlands, some larger animals
and buildings from Paris all contribute to the fun. Inside
the whole building has been renovated too. An enormous decorated chimney seems to dominate the ground
floor. We would have loved to see the inside and we
had come especially on a Sunday when it would be

St-Dizier, Au Petit Paris, 2013

©PRB

open as promised, but it
wasn’t, unfortunately. But,
there will be
other
years,
hopefully.

52 Trémilly
On our way to Cirey-sur-Blaise along the D960 we couldn’t but notice
a large mausoleum in an enclosure with two Doric columns. It is a
monumental classical tomb for the Rozierre family, as the en-graved
panels read, and it was built in 1874 by R.H., Honoré Rozierre. His
parents, two sisters and a brother are commemorated too. When his brother Hippolyte died in 1877, he
must have been the first to be interred here, because a vaulted shelter, inscribed R.H. 1878 ABRI, was
added to this remarkable ensemble. Later we discovered that Trémilly had more for the folly lover. Read
FiF;224. We will have to go back.
Trémilly mausoleum, shelter, and detail: the eternal secret ©PRB
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54 Gerbéviller
On FiF;84 we reported about
an aborted visit to the Gerbéviller estate in 2008. In 2013
we tried again and had ‘the
full tour’. The restoration of
the 17thC shell grotto/nympheum was still under way,
but several other items of interest are worth mentioning.
Gerbéviller, grotto under
belvedere, and grotto inside under restoration ©PRB

Gerbéviller, half-ruined arch, Porte de Chasseurs ©PRB
Right: The Red Pavilion...©PRB

The Red Pavilion got its name from
the red brick, used for this
unfinished party house at the end of
the park. It is a shallow building with
trompe l’oeil glazing in the
windows.
54 Malzéville
The Douëra Palace of Algerian inspiration, built towards 1840 (see
FiF;224), is now a
popular municipal
venue for parties
and weddings.
Malzéville,
Douëra
Palace, entrance door
(right) and striped minaret at the back..©PRB
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54 Nancy
FiF;85 has only two lines about Nancy’s follies. We visited The Art Nouveau museum park in 2013 and
saw there not only the Aquarium Pavilion of c. 1904, already mentioned, but also a tiny Art Nouveau
funeral chapel of 1901 for art critic Jules Nathan’s wife, who died young. It was moved from the cemetery to the museum garden in 1969 to serve as agarden ornament.
Left: Nancy, funeral chapel turned into garden ornament ©PRB
Right: Nancy, Aquarium Pavilion ©PRB

55 Villotte-devant-Louppy
On FiF;226 the Cow Fountain is mentioned, dating
from 1903, and restored in 2014. The restoration of the
cement cow, paid for by public subscription, got a
departmental prize for the project.
Villotte-devant-Louppy, Cow Fountain, 2015

©PRB

56 Ste-Anne-d’Auray
On our way to another folly we were struck by a giant
pavillion with an umbrella roof in the wood along the
road. What is that ?! It turned out to be a memorial with
crypt, for 240,000 Brittany Great War casualties in the
park of Ste-Anne’s convent. A bit further we saw another peculiar building – covered flights of steps to go
up and down to a tiny altar over an arch – the focus
point of a field of pilgrims for Saint Anne. No follies, but interesting anyway.
Right: Ste-Anne-d’Auray, Pilgrims stairs ©PRB
Left: Ste-Anne-d’Auray, Great war memorial ©PRB
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Metz, Imperial Fountain and pious portal ©PRB

57 Metz
To add to our report about Metz on FiF;227 we can show you some
photos. We passed what seemed a stone bridge with the three arches blocked by grottoes. This turned out
to be the 1907 Emperor fountain under the end of the Esplanade. The tiny pious portal is in the rue d’Arsenal, and the 1980s Japanese Torii in the St-Symphorien lake; you can’t stop at the lake for taking pictures, but I did my best in passing, after we visited the Centre Pompidou Metz of 2012.
Metz, Centre Pompidou Metz, 2012 ©PRB
Metz, Japanese Torii from motorway ©PRB

59 Bailleul
On the place de la Pompiers there are two concrete eclectic
watertowers. The oldest, de double one, is from 1921, adorned with the towns arms. When a second one was built
as late as 1961 it had to match, or at least not be an eyesore
in the old town centre. So it was castellated too.
Bailleul, watertowers of 1921 and 1961 ©PRB

59 Lille
As supplement to our report about Lille on FiF;228-229 we
show you two more pictures. The trompe l’oeil facade of
Gare de Lille-Flanders is the station of the mini train ride of
the zoo, by Yves Largiller. The striped church is in fact the
classical-Moresque Palais Rameau of 1879, built for exhibitions and cultural activities, and still used as such.
Left: Lille, trompe l’oeil facade station mini train zoo ©PRB
Right: Lille, Palais Rameau ©PRB
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59 Steenwerck
An update of FiF;109, 187: Arthur Vanabelle, the creator of a fantasy garden full of colourful machinery
and windscrews, moved to a home for the elderly in early 2014 where he died in september, 92 years old.
An association tried to save the farm, but that was sold soon to a private party that seemed willing to keep
(some of) the creations. Fortunately Vanabelle cooperated with the Lille Art Museum, that had a group of
architects staying at the farm for some days during the summer of 2010, measuring, photographing and
talking with Vanabelle in preparation for a 1:100 maquette of the site. They characterise him in this way:
‘he is a fantastic character, who lives in most complete freedom’. Meanwhile the association to save the
farm has cancelled its activities. Where all the stuff will go is unknown as yet.
60 Crépy-en-Valois
On FiF;229 we named several items in the municipal Géresme park, where we had a pleasant walk in the
rain. Here we can show you some pictures to give you an idea.

Above: bridge and cascade, grotto

below: guardhouse, chapel remnants, Ermenonville watertower with gargoyles

©PRB

60 Ermenonville
When we revisited the Jean-Jacques Rousseau park (FiF;113) in Ermenonville in 2014 we enjoyed the
well-restored site, and several buildings that were not
accessible before. The new plan (in English too) gives
clear information. Now is the best time to see for yourself!
Left: Temple
of Modern
Philosophy
©PRB
Right: rustic
cement
railings
©PRB
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61 Villers-en-Ouche
Although strictly speaking not a folly you might want to
see the old Pisa-tower-esque dovecote, for which the present owners, Luc and Stéphanie Domergue got a restoration
grand in 2009. With 1300 holes it is a large one, dating
from the end of the 15thC. We can throw pictures of the
18thC petit Trianon and of the curious moondial into the
bargain too. (read FiF;115, 116)
Villers-en-Ouche, dovecote, moondial and petit Trianon ©PRB

62 Boulogne-sur-Mer
This is the birthplace of Auguste Mariette
(1821-1881), the first proper Egyptologist and
founder of the Egyptian Museum in Boulaq,
now Cairo, in 1863. He died there and was
buried in a sarcophagus in front of the museum.
Already in 1882 the citizens of Boulogne-surMer erected by public subscription a pyramid
with sphinxes in his honour. It is engraved with
the names of places and most important finds of
Mariette’s Egyptian adventures, and it is topped
with a bronze portrait figure, leaning on a large
pharao head. In 2004 the park on Place Mariette
was further enriched with a full-scale wooden
model of an Egyptian boat. The topiary
pyramid may be older, but the roundabout
Egyptian design is probably also of the early
2000s. Mariettes private collection is in the
local museum.
Boulogne-sur-Mer, roundabout (left) and park (right) in
honour of Mariette ©Beatrice van den Heuvel

63 Clermont-Ferrand
More sham archeological remnants, now at
aire de Suchères along the A72. Anne &
Patrick Poiret’s broken column of 1984, and
the adjoining sham stone prehistoric monument, as described on FiF;117.
Right: Aire de Suchères, sham archeological remnants
©PRB
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63 Puy-Guillaume
Quite the opposite of the stone pyramid for Mariette on Boulognesur-Mer is the plexiglass see-through pyramid with ‘glass bottles
window’ as its top on a roundabout in Puy-Guillaume. See FiF;18.
Saverne watertower ©PRB

Puy Guillaume, Roundabout pyramid ©PRB

67 Saverne
For FiF;16 we add a picture of the small castleshaped watertower of
1891-92 in Saverne.
68 Rouffach
Our neighbours visited Isenbourg castle for us in September
2010, and reported that the castle is
now an old glory posh hotel. The
castle itself was rebuilt in the early
19thC, but restored and beautified
with towers in 1885 by the owner, the mayor of
Rouffach, Xavier Ostermeyer. For the south-west
tower he used an old doorway and sculpted arms,
but he finished it as a round belvedere tower,
almost like a lighthouse, with a balcony running
around the top. According to the plaque it was a
present to his young Swiss wife: from the top she
could see the Alps of her home country.
Right: Rouffach, belvedere tower ©Marianne Egtberts

69 Collonges-au-Mont-d’Or
We tried to find out more about a cute little turret with only a stairwell inside, leading to modern housing, that we passed on our way to St-Cyrau-Mont-d’Or. No luck so far, not even at the village hall.
Left: Collonges-au-Mont-d’Or, stairwell turret ©PRB

69 Lyon
Trompe l’oeil is not everybody’s cup of tea, but in France it seems
very fashionable, particularly in city renovation where drab department flats get new life. The wildest architectural designs are possible
in painting. In Lyon there are over 200 murals by CitéCréations. Along
the Bd des États-Unis you can visit the musée urbain Tony Garnier
(1869-1948), an open-air display of his architectural ideas in murals.
Right: part of musée urbain Tony Garnier ©PRB
Left: the ‘largest mural of Europe’, 36 Mur des Canuts, Bd des Canuts ©PRB
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69 Sathonay-Camp
On FiF;186 we mistakenly listed Sathonay-Camp in Pasde-Calais, department 62. We discovered that when in
Rhône, department 69, we happened to pass along the
roundabout west and saw the sham facade La Poste Divisionnaire, of the Roman army camp. Just two identical
doorways with inscription Poste Divisionnaire over de
door, back to back, clean and well kept, or very new.
Sathonay-Camp, sham facade at roundabout west ©PRB

69 Vaux-enBeaujolais
On FiF;121 you can
read that this village
is Clochemerle, a
spoof. Here we can
show you two of the
pissotières we saw
on our visit.
Two pissoires at
Clochemerle ©PRB

69 Vernaison
Our finds in Vernaisson are described
on FiF;121-122. Here
you will find two
more pictures
to
illustrate them. We
wonder if the glazed
brick pavilion is a
teahouse, or a writer’s
den.
Left: Vestige of Cornevent
pavilion ©PRB
Right: Pavilion of the Lac
Enchanté ©PRB

70 Villersexel
Left: Villersexel tower and 18thC farm, as described on FiF;122
©PRB
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71 Damerey
On FiF;124 and in the Appendix (Follies 69;10) you
can read about our first experiences with the Château
de Bresse et Castille: the creator wasn’t at home. In September 2013 we went back to
Damerey and this time we
were lucky: Roger Mercier
was in and personally guided
us round his buildings, at 88
years of age (!). We learnt a
lot. Six weeks ago he had
painted it all over again. Talk
about being strong. And he had added a few elements. An alfabet on one tower and his own head on Damerey, selfportrait (left) and newly painted castle ©PRB
another tower. For this he had simply greased in his face and put it in a bucket of plaster of Paris. A most
remarkable man. Long may his folly survive.
71 Mercurey
Since Rita discovered lavoirs and fontaines as a field of exploration,
the little square pavilion opposite the town hall in Mercury (see
FiF;124) got extra relevance, as it is obviously an example of care
for heritage, even showing off with other villages’ left-overs. This
Fontaine de Marjonzin was the water supply of a neighbouring village before Mercurey’s mayor had it moved stone by stone to enhance his view from the mairie.
71 Sully
The stone crown of Sully castle turned out to be a
line of stone balls, obelisks, short columns with ball
and other chess-men-like ornaments along the moat
at the front. More a diadem than a crown, dating
from 1715, when the new marquis de Morey took
possesion of the castle. The rustic wooden Polish
washhouse in the park is remarkable; on three sides
it is covered in patterns of branches, twigs and bark.
It is difficult to find a date for the washhouse; not
even the present châtelaine, Amélie de Mac Mahon,
duchesse de Magenta, could tell us, but she suggested that it may be 19thC, or built by prisoners of
war in the first world war.

Top: Sully, stone crown ©PRB

Left and right: Sully, Polish washhouse and details ©PRB
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73 Chambéry
The elephants fountain was erected in 1838 by the grateful
citizens of Chambéry in honour of their fellow citizen Général
Benoît de Boigne who died in 1830. The water spouts into a
basin from four bronze elephant’s trunks. Above them we see
memorial texts and sculptures, and lots of trophies around an
Egyptian-style column. On top Général de Boigne himself,
who had made his fortune in India mainly, and left much of it
to the city of Chambéry.
Left: Chambéry, elephants fountain ©PRB

Allonzier-la-Caille, 1839 redundant suspension bridge, foto 2013 ©PRB

74 Allonzier-la-Caille
The Charles-Albert suspension bridge or Pont de la Caille,
spanning Les Usses, was built by architect E. Belin on demand
of the Duke of Savoie Charles-Albert. On both sides its cables
are hung from a set of two slender crenelated towers with an
arch in between, and on both sides outside stairs curl up around
one of the towers. It was inaugurated in 1839, and in function
until a new concrete bridge by Albert Caquot alongside made it
redundant in 1928. Now only a foot- and bicycle bridge it got
listed in 1966, and after
cleaning and restoration
in 2007 it is promoted
as a historical monument, a tourist attraction, 147 metres above
the water.
75 Paris VIII

Right: This is the pagodahouse in the Rue de
Courcelles, described on
FiF;127
©PRB

75 Paris XIV
Claude-Nicolas Ledoux designed many barrières for Paris. As an
example we show you the Barrière de Denfert.
Left: Barrière de Denfert, east side ©PRB
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75 Paris XVI
This is one of the isbas in the Boulevard Beauséjour, described on
FiF;130, a remnant of the Paris World Exhibition of 1867.
Right: Isba ©PRB
75 Paris XVI
In the same arrondissement, described on FiF;131, you can find more
follies mentioned in Bagatelle park than we could show in the journal.
Not the complete collection
by far, but at least three more
we will show here in the Addenda.
Bagatelle. Left: iron gloriette over
grotto, below: Chinese kiosk, and
right: belvedere pavilion ©PRB

75 Paris XX
At the bottom of this page
is a picture of the roothouse at 3 place Martin
Nadaud, described without
a picture on FiF;33.
76 Allouville-Bellefosse
The old oak tree in AllouvilleBellefosse is not a folly, but remarkable enough. According to
its information plaques the first
chapel was erected inside it by
abbot Detroit, parish priest of
Allouville in 1696. The tree
was already old and venerable
then, as it dates presumably
from the 9thC. William the
Conquerer is rumoured to have
passed it on his way from Normandy to Britain.
See FiF;20 for reference.
Allouville-Bellefosse,
chapels in old oak tree
©PRB
Bottom left: Paris, roothouse, 3 place Martin Nadaut ©PRB
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76 Dieppedalle-Croiset
On FiF;235 we described the situation around
Flaubert’s writer’s den. Here we can show you the
building with shut windows.
Gustave Flaubert’s writers den in his garden ©PRB

76 Rouen
On our way to Flaubert’s writer’s den we drove
through Rouen along the Quai de Paris where Rita
took a picture of what we thought was a pious portal of impressive dimensions. At home we found out
that this is the Porte Guillaume-Lion of 1749, the
only surviving town gate. It used to give out on the
old centre, but all of that was destroyed by bombs in
1944. This gate was reinstalled in 1948, and became
the main entrance to a municipal park, inaugurated
in 2011. This Square Guillaume-Lion is further enhanced
with a wall fountain and two Gothic windows from a nearby Augustinian church, destroyed in 1944.
It seems the people of Rouen favour using architectural
memorials to sculpture. The remnants of the Saint-Vincent,
only the gothic south transept portal and a bit of wall, are
on a manicured lawn along the Rue du Général Giraud, along the Théâtre des Arts. This church used to have famous
stained glass windows, that were put into storage in 1939,
and therefore survived the bombing; since 1979 some of
them are incorporated in the modern Ste-Jeanne-d’Arc
church.
An other moved pious portal is now at the place du Gaillardbois. It was the heavily decorated entrance to the customs office of 1838, bombed and lost in 1944 with 140
civilians hiding inside. Only in 1963-1964 the bits and
pieces were puzzled together on the end wall of the cloth
Rouen, Porte Guillaume-Lion, 2013 ©PRB
hall, as a memorial to the lost Rouen civilians who died in
the second World War. A portal can hardly end more pious than that.
While in Rouen we went to 29 rue des Sapins, round the back, for the fantasy garden again (see FiF;134135). The name-plate Cartigny had gone, so we asked a chap who came by and spoke reasonably good
English how this had happened. He took us to his father who
lived nearby and knew a bit more. It turned out that Mr Cartigny
had created the garden for his children from the 1960s and got
carried away, as so often happens. He died in 1990 and his heirs
lived there until 2012, when they sold the place to a lady who
wants to keep everything intact for her own children. We believed him. Why wouldn’t we? So the place is safe for the time
being.
76 Ste-Adresse, Le Havre
We didn’t find the wizard’s house near Le Havre, but in its
neighbouring Sainte-Adresse we were more lucky, as we described on FiF;134. Here we add pictures of our visit in 2010.
Right: Ste-Adresse, the sugarloaf ©PRB
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Niemeyer’s volcano-shaped cultural centre in Le Havre ©PRB
Left: Ste-Adresse, the Pavillon de la Solitude ©PRB

We recently learned that the small neoGothic red brick and white stone castle
with lots of little castellated turrets along
the rue Cochet was only a detail of a larger
plan of Pierre-Edouard Dumont’s Villa
des Gadelles. He started in 1886 with a
turreted gate (now destroyed), inspired by
the porte Santa Maria in Bourgos, Spain,
and the conciergerie-library, the red castle.
In 1894 the rest of the plans was aborted.
After war-damage in 1944 and destruction
in the 1950s in the end it was bought by a
private party, and rebuilt and renovated
into its present state.
Right: Ste-Adresse, the Neo-Gothic castle ©PRB

77 Bussy-St-Georges
The crisply restored probably late-18thC dovecote/ belvedere
on top of the pedimented gate of the Génitoy farm along the
D406 is at risk. Most of the farm-buildings around are removed
for modern housing, and the gate was scaffolded for several
years without any noticeable progress in the repairs.
Right: Bussy-St-Georges, Pigeonnier du Génitoy in 2014 ©PRB
Below: Rentilly estate, interior Turkish bathhouse ©PRB

77 Bussy-St-Martin
What you could see of the Turkish bathhouse in
the Rentilly estate on FiF;136 was the inside of
the central cupola. Here is a view of the interior.
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77 Champeau
We didn’t come away with good
pictures of the Aunoy estate
garden buildings to publish in the
journal (FiF;136), but here we can
perhaps satisfy your curiousity.
Champeau, Aunoy estate: from left to
right: obelisk, grotto, tower ©PRB

77 Champs-sur-Marne
In the vast castle park with wonderful views there are several outdoor ‘rooms’, defined by sculpture, hedges or three-dimensional trelliswork. The photo shows the modern
copy of the 18thC ‘salon de madame’. In the forecourt there is a large rusticated wall fountain with a
clock in top.
Champs-sur-Marne, wall fountain and ‘salon de madame’

©PRB

77 Couilly-Pont-aux-Dames
On FiF;236 we had only one picture. But we have lots more of this
acting artists’ retirement home and
its garden. The house was built to a
design of René Binet, famous for
his entrance of the 1900 Paris
World Exhibition, and opened in
1905. The initiator Constant

Coquelin didn’t enjoy the
place long: he was buried
there in 1909.
Couilly-Pont-aux-Dames, above: a
wing of the house ©PRB
far left: the dovecote of the farm
©PRB
left: Japanese bridge and the stage
©PRB
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77 Lizzy-sur-Ourcq
Anyone curious to see the other
mausoleum (FiF;237) in the
cemetery? Here it is: the Hornec mausoleum, late 20thC.
Lizzy-sur-Ourcq, Hornec mausoleum
©PRB

77 Moissy-Cramayel
On FiF;140 we descibed the
pyramid with golden ball,
which is in fact an obelisk, dating of 1767, a 20th wedding aniversary present. Here is our picture, taken from afar.
Moissy-Cramayel, pyramid with golden ball ©PRB

77 Noisiel
The Meniers used state of the art architects for their factory and the workers’
village. The part you can see on FiF;141 was designed by Jules Saulnier in 1872,
and by many historians called the first true
skeleton structure with exterior walls
needing only simple infill. Another part of
the Menier Chocolate Factory is called
Concrete Cathedral by the villagers.
Stephen Sauvestre and Armand Considère

used the most modern techniques for this extension on an island, and
connected it with a long bridge, the Pont Hardi, between 1905 and
1908. The whole complex is now headquarters of Nestlé and
museum of chocolate.
Don’t you feel the pavillon de garde (FiF;140) looks more like a
lover’s nest or a lady’s boudoir?
Left: Noisiel, Menier Chocolate Factory, Concrete Cathedral ©PRB, right: Noisiel castle pavillon de garde ©PRB

77 Pringy
Left and right Pringy ©PRB
In adition to FiF;141 to the left you see the Petite
Fabrique, or tower, in the garden of the town hall. It is a small version of the Roman Pantheon, with
stucco inside. To the right you see, in the park of the Montgermont estate, the sham Gothic ruins, composed of the remnants of the Notre Dame de Corbeil college in 1814.
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78 Bougival
On FiF;237-238 we mention several notable buildings, but without pictures. Here we have more space,
and can offer you some of our own views. Very inconspicuous is the Pavillon
de Blois, hiding
good paintings in the
grey exterior. The
rounded shapes of
the Machine de Marly a.k.a. Dufrayer
machine on the midstream island attract
more admiring inspections, while the
pumphouse pavilion
Charles X has imperial sizes and appearance.
Bougival, above: Pavillon de Blois and pediment sculpture of below left: pavilion Charles X; right: Machine de Marly ©PRB

78 Émancé
On FiF;138 you can
find a description of
the avifauna of Sauvage castle, that Pieter didn’t like much.
Emancé, the aviary and
the belvedere of Sauvage
castle ©PRB

78 Épône
If you want to see the 1780 temple of David
in the castle park (FiF;145) before you
endeavour to go and see it for yourself: here
it is. Small, but designed by the painter
Jacques-Louis David anyway. Near Épône
there is also a sizeable sham dolmen on a
roundabout in the D130 to discover.
Épône, temple of David in castle park ©PRB

78 Louveciennes
On FiF;146 we described an octagonal belvedere with cupola that seemed straight
from a Haddonstone catalogue. It isn’t.
Louveciennes, belvedere at place Emile Dreux ©PRB
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78 Maisons-Laffitte
FiF;240 does have a picture of the Wilkinson’s facade for the Paris
World Exhibition of 1878, but Rita wants to show her picture of the
putto at the top and the gargoyle beneath it.
Maisons-Lafitte, Wilkinson’s façade detail ©PRB

78 Montfort-l’Amaury
We praised our third most favourite folly-ensemble in France,
Groussay castle park, on FiF;146-147 and in Follies 69;10-11
(2008). When we revisited in 2014 we found the place closed. The
last and final visit to the park was with the Tourist Information on
the next Sunday. This was due to a change of hands (to Gulnara
Karimova, the daughter of the president of Uzbekistan) and subsequent financial problems in the previous period. We don’t know who
is the present owner of the place, but from 2015 the website announced guided tours with the Tourist Information again, and in
2017 the place (park and castle) will be open in weekends from 1
April for the season.

Rosay, the back of the château d’eau ©PRB

Rosay, château d’eau with fountain ©Hetty Wilming

78 Rosay
The Château de Haut-Rosay and its park (FiF;240-241) is only open to visitors on Open Monuments
Day. How Hetty Wilming managed to take this photo of the watertower with fountain is a mystery to us;
we only saw the back of it through an opening in a gate.
80 Amiens
The Madeleine cemetery in Amiens was created in 1817 in landscape style. Many interesting buildings
and monuments in all the different styles en vogue are still vying for attention. (FiF;241)
The 1751 watertower at the Place du Château d’eau originally had a taller belvedere tower on top.
Amiens, Madeleine cemetery and watertower ©PRB
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82 Caumont, Coutures, Garganvillar, St-Arroumex, La Ville-Dieu-du-Temple
As we announced on FiF;19, département 82 has several watertowers that are disguised as romantic architecture towers by Jean-Jacques Kugel. Painted in trompe-l’oeil.

The trompe l’oeil painted watertowers in alphabetical order ©PRB, and detail of St-Arroumex watertower: devil

82 Pompignan
There is some good news maybe for the freemason park at Pompignan. If you’ll
remember (see Magazine #77 p5-6), the French railway authorities had developed
plans for the new Bordeaux-Toulouse TGV line to cut right through the middle of
this park behind the castle. Some of you even signed a petition to forestall the
idea. The chatelain, Michel Penaveyre, had hoped that the financial crisis would
prevent realisation of the plans, but the town hall, which was quite willing to help
us this time, gave us a photo of a map with the line projected through the park, but
in a tunnel. So perhaps your signatures
helped to prevent further disaster. The
work in Pompignan is foreseen for 2017.
We’ll keep you informed, especially
now Michel Penaveyre both bought the
FiF books and joined us as a fellow
member of the FF. Pompignan deserves
more pictures than we could show on
FiF;153-154. So here we give a selection
of our pictures.
Pompignan, tombe, Gallic temple, grotto,
column ©PRB
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85 Luçon
Our piece about Pierre-Hyacinthe Dumaine’s estate, a public
garden in Luçon (FiF;242)
did-not have pictures. Here you
can see the lovely little turret,
now the public convenience.
They also have a bandstand, a
sizeable grotto with waterfall
along the lake, some items of
rustic cement and remnants of
old topiary fairytale figures.
The Dumaine park organises
theme displays in the summer.
When we visited in 2010 it was
‘Africa’, with a temporary
obelisk, in 2013 ‘water’, with a
fake well instead of the obelisk. The topiary animals were redone, and plaques with the relevant fairy-tale
added. Dumaine’s mausoleum is in a separate little park in the rue du Moulin-Garnier.

Luçon, turret, 2010 obelisk, fairy-tale topiary, mausoleum ©PRB

85 Les Sables-d’Olonne
On FiF;159 we promised you a
picture of Manfred Landreau’s
trompe-l’oeil village life scene of
1997, together with some more
pics of Danielle Aubin-Arnaud’s
shell decorations in L’île Penotte
quarter. Here they are.
Trompe l’oeil and shellings ©PRB
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85 St-Sulpice-le-Verdon
Voici the Chabotterie castle (FiF;242) with haha,
pergola and recently rebuilt pavilion.

The redundant lavoir is in the meadow outside the wall.
Both pictures ©PRB

87 Ambazac
We failed to take a good
picture of the boathouse or
pagoda pavilion in Ambazac (FiF;243). But you can
get an idea from Hetty Wilming’s photo in better
weather conditions.
Ambazac pagoda pavilion
©Hetty Winlming

87 St-Priest-Taurion
Recup-art (FiF;243), the
outsider art garden of JeanPierre Moreau, has too
many dispersed details to give a good overview. The wooden
windmill is the largest piece.
Far right: St-Priest-Taurion, sham windmill ©PRB

87 Le Vigen
In the Domaine Reynou (FiF;243) the large
house itself is an eclectic conglomerate with
several outbuildings. In the park around it, partly a zoo with lots of rustic cement, there are
man-made rockeries, grottoes and rock arches,
hard to tell from the real stuff.
Domaine Reynou, faux bois bridge, the house, artificial
rocks ©PRB
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88 Raon-l’Etape
In the List on FiF;184 we erroneously listed Raon-l’Etape
under 54, Meurthe-et-Moselle, when it is in 88, Vosges. But if
you would have wanted to visit the organic white 1960s spaces
of the Museum hotel there on Haüsermann island you are too
late. The restoration and upkeep of the ‘hobbit holes’ is too
expensive to compensate with entry fees or overnight stays of
guests. So it’s closed down from end 2015, for ever.
Right: Le Val-d’Ajol, kiosk or Chalet de l’Empereur...©Alida van Slooten

88 Le Val-d’Ajol
This bark-clad rustic pavilion along the Route forestière du
Villerain (FiF;244) was a favourite outing spot for shelter and
picnics of Emperor Napoleon III and his wife on their long
walks from Plombières-les-Bains.
89 Ancy-le-Franc
This photo shows the
19thC triangular pyramid opposite the North
side of the castle. It is
hollow, and a door gives
entrance to the watersupply for the fountain.
See FiF;160.
89 Vezelay
Just outside Vezelay we discovered this remarkable Water
Board building. Not a proper folly, but peculiar anyway, as we said on FiF;16.
Above left: Vezelay Water Board building ©PRB
Above right: Ancy-le-Franc, triangular pyramid ©PRB
Right: Bièvres, Egyptian gate of Vauboyen castle ©PRB

91 Bièvres
Of the 19thC Château de Vauboyen (FiF;145)
we only saw the Egyptian columns of the main
gate.
91 Brunoy
The photo on the right shows another thing called pyramid. It became an obelisk after no sufficient funds had been found for the king’s
brother’s
proposed
hunting-gathering pyramid. But designed all the same by a worthy architect, Jacques-Germain Soufflot, in
1779. See FiF;161 for more details.
The gloriette in the Réveillon castle
grounds isn’t glorious any more, but
it sits nicely along the river Yerres.
Brunoy still treasures it as something
worthwhile; they have a half-size
model of it on one of their roundabouts.
Right: Brunoy pyramid ©PRB
Left: Brunoy gloriette ©PRB
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91 Corbeil-Essonnes
The fat 1893 Italianate elevator
tower of the Grands Moulins de
Corbeil is in style with the factory buildings; almost palatial. I
liked the ornamental monograms
all over them, some bypassed by
rainpipes.
Right: Corbeil-Essonnes, elevator tower
and ornamental monogram ©PRB

91 Écharcon
We didn’t find entry to the shell
grotto nor to the belvedere
tower on the private hunting
estate (FiF;246), but we did find
an advertisement for the tower
along the road, with a telephone
number, in case you want to
book a rendez-vous.
Far right: Écharcon tower ©PRB

91 Fontenay-les-Briis
The sculpture garden of Robert de Lagadec could be called an environment, with Pagan Deities in
iron scattered in an open-air
temple, but it isn’t a real
folly. Interesting though. See
FiF;246.
Left: Robert de Lagadec, Apologie de la Folie. ornamental piece ©PRB
Below: Robert de Lagadec, Pagan Deities ©PRB

91 Juvisy-sur-Orge
The observatory of Flammarion was under restoration when
we were there, and we were not allowed in his park either.
But we did visit the other places mentioned on FiF;163-164.
And we have pictures to prove it.
Left: Observatory Frammarion ©PRB
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91 Juvisy-sur-Orge
Right: Parc aux Grottes and Ducastel park ©PRB
Below: The obelisk-shaped pyramid of 1740,
measuring point for the zero meridian of Paris ©PRB

91 Méréville
The Swiss Corner, as it was in June
2010: ready to welcome visitors with
coffee and cookies on the open day.
But we hope to come back when considerably more of the old glory is restored and we are allowed further afield. See Fif;165.
Right: Méréville Swiss corner ©PRB

91 St-Sulpice-de-Favières
The grandest thing in the Segrez castle
park is of course the large grotto (FiF;247). But we also have
pictures of the sheepfold (below) and a sneekview of the
hunting pavilion.
Bergerie and hunting pavilion of Segrez castle ©PRB
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91 Ste-Geneviève-des-Bois
The Russian cemetery of 1926 cannot be called a folly of course, but we saw some pretty weird structures there, and many graves had little useless turrets as decoration, often with blue onion domes. Very pretty.
Ste-Geneviève-des-Bois, Russian cemetery, from 1926...©PRB

91 Soisy-sur-Seine
It is always nice to find that even older parks are still developing in our own times. Here it resulted in a
new conversation piece, a tall
totem pole, sculpted by youngsters
of the town out of a cedar tree,
fallen in the 1999 storm, and
unveiled in 2003. The Egyptian
obelisks (FiF;166) seem dull in
comparison!
Left: Soisy-sur-Seine, 2003 totem pole
©PRB

91 Viry-Châtillon
In our description of the first visit
to the Piédifer estate on FiF;166 we
mention three different grottoes.
We have pictures of all, although
the third one turned out not to be
the shell grotto that we looked for,
as explained on FiF;167.
Right: in order of appearance: Lourdes
grotto, grotto with waterfall
Below: arches under steps in lower garden
©PRB
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92 Boulogne-Billancourt
This is the house that looks like a ship, Villa Ternisien (1934) by
George-Henri Pingusson and Le Corbusier (see FiF;167). It is at 5
rue Denfert-Rochereau. In Gwyn’s old list it was listed as Liner
House under département 62, in Boulogne-sur-Mer. That is settled
then.
Liner House, 1934 ©PRB

92 Châtenay-Malabry
Descriptions on FiF;168-169. N.B.
Veleda tower should read Velléda
tower, Chateaubriand’s writing den.
Chateaubriand estate convenience tower ©PRB
Below: Arboretum of La Vallée aux Loups, the
outside of the Moorish pavilion (the inside is
on FiF;168) ©PRB`, and the nympheum with
inscribed poem ©PRB

92 Montrouge
Right: Aldo Gandini’s Mosaic House,
described on FiF;248, and detail ©PRB

92 Neuilly-sur-Seine
Two more pictures with our descriptions
on FiF;171.
Below left: Love temple from Parc Monceau on Ile
de la Jatte ©PRB
Right: Folie de St-James, five columns rotunda on
Venus island ©PRB
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92 Le Plessis-Robinson
On FiF;171-172 the explanation of guinguettes is without a
picture. Omission repaired.
Right: The sorry vestiges of a guinguette in the rue Fontaine ©PRB
Below: Le Plessis-Robinson, Solitude castle ©PRB

In the Parc de la Solitude the remains of a
folie, Solitude or Loneliness castle, has
been waiting for destruction since 1984.
When we found it in the woods in 2010 it
was fenced off for safety, but still standing.
It was built at the end of the 19thC by a Mr
Marquis in the Neo-Gothic style, when this
place was still far from the madding crowd. It is rumoured that during the Great War an illegal ball was
enjoyed here (Le Bal du comte d’Orgel by Raymond Radiguet, 1924, was based on it.). Later it became a
convent and other useful institutions, but in 1977 it burned down – and was left to rot into a romantic
ruin. Difficult to photograph because of the trees.

92 Rueil-Malmaison
Just a few more pictures of this imperial palace place.
Above left and middle: Av. Du Château, rustic pavilions ©PRB, Right: rotunda mausoleum ©PRB
Left: pavilion in Impressionist park ©PRB
Right: Empereur pavilion ©PRB
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92 St-Cloud
To illustrate our story on f FiF;173 we
show you our picture. The famous cascades of St-Cloud, more spectacular
than the ones in Versailles, only give
water on Sundays in June. We visited in
April 2008 and saw part of it from a
height on the Sevres side. Vast
constructions.
St-Cloud, lower part of cascades...©PRB

92 Ville d’Avray
This is where Camille Corot lived, and
many other artist met in the Auberge Cabassud, a rustic cottage with guinguette. It is still a tranquil place on the lake
side, but irrecognizable in the busy streetside. See FiF;248

Ville d’Avray, sneakview of
Corot’s pavilion, the guinguette from the lake side, and a monument to Corot near
his house ©PRB

93 Drancy
In the Ladoucette park (FiF;249), where the castle is turned into the
town hall, we didn’t only find the 1874 Ladoucette (former) mausoleum, but also an 18thC grotto/icehouse with a modern little statue in
the niche, worth a picture. According to a nearby inscription it is
made of the ruin of an earlier tower. Here it is.
Drancy, grotto/icehouse and inscription ©PRB
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Left: The main focus of the roseraie: Venus in the middle pavilion ©PRB

right: stone rotunda with Cupid ©PRB

94 L’Hay-les-Roses
The Roseraie du Val-de-Marne (FiF;251) was created in 1894 by
Jules Gravereaux. The tourist information claims it is the very first
garden in the world with roses only. Wonderful rose displays around
and over trellis architecture, a small stone rotunda with Cupid and a
trellis screen behind Graveaux’s bust.
95 Beaumont-sur-Oise
The Roger tower (FiF;252) is very much overgrown with ivy. On one
side it was cut away when we spotted it in 2014. It must have been
quite a spectacle when it was new.
Beaumont-sur-Oise, Roger tower ©PRB

95 La Frette-sur-Seine
Another picture for FiF;175.
La Frette-sur-Seine, 4 Quai de Seine, decorations from 1900 World Exhibition
applied ©PRB

95 Herblay
The Moorish villa (FiF;252) on a street corner has
varied facades.
Herblay, two views of Moorish villa ©PRB
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95 L’Isle-Adam
As you can read on FiF;175 the actual wooden
pavillon de Cassan is on top of a stone octagonal
platform with two flights of steps and an arched grotto underneath. Difficult to photograph from behind
the surrounding fences; see our result of 2010.
Right: Pavillon de Cassan, view of the stone terrace and the
columns around the basin ©PRB

95 Montmorency
Sometimes more humble buildings, like the kiosk in Montmorency’s town hall garden, can be delightful in their contrast to more austere, classical buildings. This 19thC pavilion makes you smile for its colourful pagoda hat; it pleased
me anyway.
Left: kiosk in town hall garden Montmorency ©PRB
Below right: detail of interior Love pavilion Neuville-sur-Oise ©PRB

95 Neuville-sur-Oise
The well-restored Pavillon d'Amour on a
small terrace along the river bank, is pictured on FiF;253. The interior is composed of
pine walls, painted in trompe-l’oeil to look
like marble, and the dome with balustrades
and open sky with white clouds and statuettes of birds.
95 Osny

In case the description of the child mausoleum in the Grouchy
castle park on FiF;253 puzzles you we show you a picture here.
And as a bonus a frog’s view of the Venus in her rotunda temple.
Osny, child mausoleum and Venus figure ©PRB
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95 Presles
In the park of the Courcelles castle (FiF;254) there
are many interesting bits and pieces apart from the

splendid boathouse. Too many to show all here, but perhaps the pictures invite you to your own inspection. Enjoy
while you still can.
Presles, sham ruin, rocky ruin, rustic hut, rustic Gothick kennel ©PRB

95 St-Martin-du-Tertre
Our visit to the Franconville-aux-Bois castle grounds in StMartin-du-Tertre is described on FiF;254-255, storm and all.
Here we can show you some more pictures.
Left: octagonal belvedere or lighthouse in the village ©PRB
Middle: the wall fountain ©PRB, right: neo-classical theatre with blocked
entrances, and the mask of the fountain ©PRB
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